In resonant tunneling through InAs quantum dots the Fermi-edge singularity (FES) is observed as a strong overshoot of the current at the resonance of a quantum dot level and the Fermi-edge of the lead caused by an enhanced tunneling probability [1, 2, 3] . While the dynamics of single electron transport due to the Coulomb blockade mechanism are well described by a rate equation model [4] , there exist significant discrepancies in the regime of the Fermi-edge singularity [5] . In measurements of the electron shot noise at low temperatures these deviations can be identified as an effect of quantum correlations between dot and fermionic reservoir giving rise to non-Markovian corrections in a generalized master equation model [6, 7, 8] .
The sample structure consists of self assembled InAs quantum dots embedded between AlAs barriers in a GaAs-AlAs-GaAs resonant tunneling device. The (zerofrequency) shot noise power S is measured in a dilution refrigerator at temperatures down to 70 mK using two cryogenic amplifiers in a cross-correlation configuration [8] . The Fano factor F quantifies the shot noise in a comparison with the expected noise of an ideal Poissonian noise source F = S/2eI. Figure 1 shows the current-voltage characteristics and Fano factor. On resonance of the quantum dot ground state with the Fermi energy of the emitter the current displays the sharp peak and power law decline of the FES. For further increased bias (V > 170 mV) the current continues to decrease due to the three dimensional density of states (DOS) in the lead. In this regime current and Fano factor can be described by a Markovian master equation structure. The collector rate is nearly constant and the emitter rate follows the energy dependence of the emitter DOS.
Assuming the collector rate to be constant allows for the extrapolation of the emitter tunneling rate from the average current alone. For these extrapolated tunneling rates the Markovian master equation model predicts a Fano factor, which clearly deviates from the measured value in Fig. 1 .b. In comparison, under reversed bias the sample does not show a current overshoot at the Fermiedge (Fig. 2 ) and the measured noise is well modeled by the Markovian master equation up to the Fermi-edge, where back-tunneling into the emitter starts to play a role. The two tunneling rates following from this model correspond to the now reversed symmetry of the barriers. Again we observe no variations for the tunneling rate into the collecting lead, while the modulation of the tunneling rate corresponding to the emitting lead is likely to stem from fluctuations in the DOS [9, 10] .
The additional correlations introduced by the many particle interaction effect therefore require a new theoretical description beyond the Markovian model used so far. A non-Markovian generalized master equation model [8] allows for a more elaborate analysis of the experimental data for various values of temperature and magnetic field. Additional correlations due to bidirectional tunneling coupling to the emitter and the mutual Coulomb blockade between Zeeman split dot levels are also taken into account.
In the comparison of theory and experiment we are not only considering the spin-degenerate FES but also the spin-split case in magnetic field. With a field applied parallel to the current we observe a independent FES for each Zeeman level. The model parameters can be determined by fitting the mean current at different temperatures using one set of parameters [8] . Fig. 3 compares the resulting Fano factor with the experiment. The effect of the FES is again observed as a strong reduction of the Fano factor which quantitatively cannot be explained by an interaction induced enhancement of the emitter tunneling rate. At the onset of the second Zeeman level we furthermore observe a qualitative different behavior, as the Fano factor is first enhanced and then suppressed. These correlation effects show a strong temperature dependence as the enhancement of the Fano factor vanishes for even a slightly elevated temperature of 350 mK.
The theoretical prediction of the Fano factor, represented by the solid lines in Fig. 3 (blue line in Fig. 1.b) , correspond remarkably with above observations and the qualitative and quantitative agreement illustrates the importance of the non-Markovian corrections.
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